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Problem

Information about which networks a healthcare provider participates in is 
confusingly presented, hard to access and use, and even harder to 
confirm.

The lack of clear identifiers for networks burdens consumers with having 
to manually link provider-network participation to other sources 
information about providers and labor-intensive efforts to confirm 
network participation (such as through phone calls), and exposes them to 
greater risk of mistakenly seeing out-of-network providers.
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Solution – In a Nutshell

Network: BlueSelect with MHPlus 15BCM44

• Create a standardized name and code 
for each provider network - as 
experienced by consumers

• Display on consumer-facing materials 
from plan

• Code takes consumer straight to the 
right provider directory for that 
network

• Third parties can use it to help 
consumers combine outside info
(e.g. in-network costs, ratings, plan 
shopping, etc)

• Providers can (maybe) use it to 
correctly inform consumers which 
insurance networks they participate in
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Long Version - Contents

• Background
• Consumer questions about providers and insurance coverage

• Challenges navigating to online provider directories

• Why consumers need to know their network

• Consumers challenges in getting correct network participation info

• Proposal
• Basic idea

• Benefits

• Implementation considerations

• Examples/Screenshots
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Consumer Questions When Looking Up 
Providers
• Is my doctor (or Dr. X) covered by my insurance?
• Will I be covered if I get treatment at facility Y?
• Where is a nearby doctor who does procedure Z?
• Where is there a provider who speaks my language?
• Find a facility where my great provider can treat me?
• I’ve learned that Dr. A is great, which plans does s/he accept?
• If I choose health plan P, where can I go to the urgent care?
• How can I determine with confidence that Dr. Z is not covered any of the 

plan options I have
• How can I get up-front estimates of cost to see Dr. Q that are applicable to 

my specific situation?
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Consumer Questions When Looking Up 
Providers (cont’d)
• Is my doctor (or Dr. X) covered by my insurance?

• Will I be covered if I get treatment at facility Y?

• Where is a nearby doctor who does procedure 
Z?

• Where is there a provider who speaks my 
language?

• Find a facility where my great provider can treat 
me

• I’ve learned that Dr. A is great, which plans does 
s/he accept?

• If I choose health plan P, where can I go to the 
urgent care?

• How can I determine with confidence that Dr. Z 
is not covered any of the plan options I have

• How can I find out what I will pay for care I am 
seeking from Dr. Q?

Existing provider directories do OK at answering 
these (subject to accuracy issues,  navigation 
challenges for non-members)

Third party sites for researching/choosing 
providers and plans can answer these questions 
well

Challenging for third party sites to get good data 
to link their data on providers with the networks 
and plans they are in

Very hard to be certain that a doctor is not in-
network, especially across many plans) --
Especially relevant for behavioral health!

Very hard to certain the doctor is in network and 
the price data corresponds to seeing Dr. Q in that 
particular network
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Shopping for Care or Plans Requires Knowing 
the Provider Network

• Consumers are increasingly using apps and online tools to find and 
research providers – such tools are essential for consumers to find 
and use higher-quality, lower-cost care.

• When using tools on availability, cost, and quality of providers and 
services, knowing whether the provider accepts their insurance 
coverage is an essential part of deciding on a provider (I found Dr. A+, 
what would it cost to see her?).

• Consumers in the ACA and Medicare Advantage are expected to shop 
for plans, including the network.
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Provider Directories Are Not Consumers’ First 
Stop
• Consumers start looking for provider information the same place they do most 

other kinds of info – in a search engine and/or their favorite apps

• The best experience is when they can get reliable, easy-to-understand information 
about coverage of a provider of interest in their plan – or someone else’s – with no 
extra work.

• Delivering this consumer experience requires a robust way to link provider-network 
data to other information
• Real estate sites (Zillow, Redfin, many others) use a standard public identifier (i.e., property lot 

number) to link together info on taxes, local assessment, prior sales, school info, mortgage 
rates, etc. to make an easy, streamlined, enjoyable user experience with no extra work

• By contrast, current provider directories use non-standard or private identifiers (parts of 
product names, non-standard network names, year-specific plan ids, internal identifiers, etc) 
for lookups

• Consumers are left to do tedious and confusing linking on their own
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Navigating online provider directories –
much has to go right to get an accurate answer
The consumer must:

• Find the insurer’s website

• Find the correct market segment (individual, Medicare, employer-sponsored)
• Often there are separate websites for each market segment (see example 1 at end of deck)

• Find the provider directory for that market segment

• Find the right network/plan

• This is very difficult (see example 2 at end of deck), since there is no clear identifier of different provider networks

• Enter the appropriate search terms for a doctor, facility or specialty
• Choose the right specialty category

• Not clear what specialty categories mean:

• If I search for my PCP who is also an OB/GYN, should I search in the “Primary Care” or “Specialist” category?

• Spell the provider’s name correctly
• Use the name that the carrier has listed for the provider, not another name

(E.g. can’t search for dialysis facility by name because they have many alternate names, must enter “dialysis”)

• Figure out what negative results mean
• If a doctor is not listed in a search, does this mean they are not covered, or does it mean I got any one of the above steps wrong?
• If so, how do I figure out what to change?
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Why Consumers Need to Know the Identify of 
Their Provider Network

• To benefit from health insurance, consumers must use in-network 
providers for their care

• Successfully determining if a doctor is covered (or doing so on behalf of 
someone else) requires a consumer to know the correct network.

• For example:
Consumers are often advised to call their doctor to check if s/he accepts their plan.
However, asking the doctor’s office “Do you accept Blue Cross?”
(to which the doctor’s office will often say “yes”)
does not guarantee that the doctor is in the consumer’s particular network.
This is common with narrower networks such as ACA or Medicare Advantage plans.
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Problems for Consumers in Identifying 
Provider Networks

• Networks are not clearly defined or named
• Some health plan product names names that consumers see correspond to health insurance 

products at the individual plan level, others to product lines, still others to networks.
• Health plans names are confusing and similar both within and between carriers, and names 

are often reused confusingly across different service areas.
• Names of plans often incorporate the name of the network that the plan uses, making it 

difficult to understand what the product name and what the plan name is

• Network names are not uniformly listed with plan information
• Plan materials such as ID cards may or may not have a network name,

and network names may overlap with the product name
• The network names on the card or other plan materials don’t match what the options on the 

website
• Providers don’t know the network names a consumer sees in a provider directory
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Problems for Consumers in Identifying 
Provider Networks (continued)

• Provider directories often require a consumer to pick a network by name
• Often a provider directory page is the first/only time a consumer sees the name of 

the network itself.
• Medicaid MCO provider lookups often require discerning which Medicaid program 

the consumer is in

• Provider information sites (for quality, cost, appointment scheduling, etc.) are 
hampered by lack of clear identifiers for networks
• Consumers always want to know if a doctor takes their insurance
• To deal with the lack of clarity of identify of networks, third party apps/websites may 

allow consumers to search both plan and network names, which adds ambiguity (see 
examples 3, 4 at end of deck)
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Problems for Consumers in Identifying 
Provider Networks (further continued)

• Confusion about provider networks makes it hard for consumers to 
properly assess and value choices in health plans
• Network size, composition and geographic extent plays a huge role in the 

value of insurance but is effectively impossible for consumers to understand

• Consumers with specific health needs can face significant barriers to 
accessing care if they choose a plan that doesn’t match their needs.

• Without any clarity on the relationship between networks and care access, 
consumers can’t possibly assign value these aspects of plans relative to others 
(e.g. lower premiums, lower deductibles, etc.)
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Proposal

• Create a centralized registry or other mechanism to enumerate all provider networks 
under public regulation
• Individual and small group market
• Medicare Advantage
• Medicaid MCOs
• Plus any other insurers that will cooperate

• Create a standardized network identifier for each network in the registry
• Carriers would provide standardize information on each network, including a standard marketing 

name
• Carriers could also self-enumerate, and make network information available through a discovery 

resource (broadly, like the ACA JSON files work now)

• Make identifiers visible on plan documents and apps/websites
• Insurers could display the network ID on insurance cards, online provider directories, marketing 

materials, etc.
• Consumers could use the network ID to go directly to the correct provider directory for their 

network - without knowing any other information (example 5).
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How it would work for consumers

• Your card and other plan 
materials would have a network 
ID and a QR code on it

• The QR code would bypass the 
insurers website and take you 
straight to the search page of 
the provider directory for your 
network

• When you call the doctor you 
could say “do you take network 
15BSS44”?

Network: BlueSelect w/MHPlus 15BSS44
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Benefits of this Proposal

• Clarify a provider’s in-network status for consumers, plus insurers and 
others

• A network is simpler to understand because:
• The network as an entity doesn’t usually change from year to year

(although individual providers enter and exit)

• Individual health insurance plans are also not uniformly enumerated and they do 
change (i.e. new, discontinued plans are common, commercial plans have no uniform 
identifiers, etc.)

• Sharing a network identifier preserves user privacy more than a plan id

• Carrier provider directories and other materials could be simplified using 
well-defined and standardized identifier.
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Benefits – Advance Price Transparency

• Most consumers will need to use tools to make use of price transparency 
info in advance of their medical care

• Given the complexity of the subject, consumers will be best served a robust 
ecosystem of third-party apps and tools to help 

• To make use of any price information, consumers must know which 
network their provider is in

• A network ID can also greatly simplify posting of machine-readable files 
with price data
• Reduces obfuscation by plan ids (e.g. 14 digit HIOS IDs) that can be 

started/discontinued/reassigned from year to year
• Also can significantly reduce the volume of data to be posted and transferred in 

machine-readable files
• Simplifies year-to-year versioning of data
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Benefits - Advance Price Transparency (cont’d)

• For consumers to benefit from price transparency the ability to 
correctly look up provider network participation must 
straightforward, unambiguous, and accessible via third-party apps

• Consumer experience is profoundly dependent on the network the 
consumer is in
• Publicly reported quality data (e.g. CAHPS, HEDIS) could collect, analyze, and 

report on network-specific consumer experience

• Consumers asserting their rights against surprise billing or Advanced 
EOBs under the No Surprises Act will also need to know their network
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Benefits - Provider Verification of their 
Network Participation
• Providers could use a network identifier to declare their own 

participation
• Providers are the ultimate authority on the network they are in and first to 

know when they will enter or leave a network

• Reduce ambiguity of “We accept United and Aetna” when a patient calls the 
doctor’s office (often the doctor does not participate in narrower networks like ACA or 
Medicare advantage networks)

• Carriers and other third parties could improve provider directory accuracy via 
reconciliation
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Benefits – Insurers Can Market Their 
Networks
• Carriers invest heavily in their networks:

• Measuring outcomes and quality of contracted providers

• Increasing coordination and in-network retention

• Meeting network adequacy requirements

• Facilitating data exchange for claims processing and care coordination

• Pricing of plans in exchange environments (public, private, Medicare 
Advantage, Medicaid MCO, FEHB etc.) is often strongly related to the 
breadth and quality of the network

• Identifying networks could dramatically clarify the value proposition 
for consumers when choosing plans
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Benefits - Interoperability

• A simple identifier is needed to enabling unambiguous answers from 
provider directories via API (machine-to-machine, for apps etc)
• A more definitive answer is possible searching by network ID + NPI

• Some carriers’ FHIR provider directory implementations are currently using 
network/planIDs as inputs, others use plans as outputs; this will hinder true 
interoperability.

• A network ID complements CMS & HHS’ final rules to require carriers 
to make provider network data more accessible
• Data can refer to network instead of plans

(plans are listed in ACA Marketplace JSON files but this approach has 
significant drawbacks)
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Implementation Considerations

• Network identifiers are currently collected for individual and small group markets 
• SERFF submissions include network ids but these are only consistent within an individual 

submission (i.e. SERFF binder)
• NAIC SERFF system could be easily adapted to make these IDs unique across all binders and 

carriers.

• Networks for Medicare Advantage Plans are individually evaluated for network 
adequacy by CMS
• Submissions could be adapted to provide a network identifier

• Consumer network identifier DOES NOT need to match a carrier’s internal 
identifier(s) for that network – merely produce the same results as choosing the 
and searching correct provider directory.

• NPPES could be a good candidate for this enumeration
• Experience in enumeration and publishing identifiers
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Potential Legal Authority

• Federal: such enumeration falls clearly under  the legal authority of 
US code 42§1320d-2 that authorizes NPPES
• Regulation or rulemaking might be needed

• State insurance regulators and CMS have existing authority to collect 
information on networks; could build on this to begin enumeration
• E.g. extend requirements on submission of Essential Community Providers

• Could also use authority under review of forms and other consumer materials

• CMS Final Rules claim authority to require disclosure or price data 

• Data on ACA networks, including internal SERFF network identifiers, is 
already shared in the CCIIO Marketplace PUF files
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Ideas?  Want to advance this?

Contact:

Eric Ellsworth

Director, Health Data Strategy

eellsworth@checkbook.org

412-600-0762
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Example 1 – Reaching the right provider directory is hard!

To find the right provider directory, a consumer must discern the right place to click
from among numerous alternatives and unfamiliar terms, over several complex pages.
If the person doesn’t get it right they will get wrong info about coverage of providers.

pg1

ACA Plans (aka “Individuals and Families”) Medicare Advantage (aka “Seniors”)

pg2

pg3

pg4

pg5 (goal)

pg4 (goal)

pg1 pg2

pg3
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Example 2
Online Provider Directory

Plan/Product/
Network 

(which are 
these?)

names are very 
similar to one 
another, with 

unclear 
relationship to 

the name of 
the consumer’s 

own plan
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Many network names are 
similar and easy to confuse 

with one another

Insurance company names are also 
displayed instead of networks but are 

also easily confused
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Example 3 - Appointment Scheduling Site



Example 4 – Provider Quality Site
Consumers may not know 

their plan type or if the 
network is really different

Many network names are 
similar and easy to confuse 

with one another

No consistent identification of 
tiering in networks
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Example 5 – A network ID would dramatically 
simplify provider directory searches

Scan or type the code Skip confusing site navigation and difficult
questions about where to search

Go straight to searching
the right provider directory

29HCP13

Third party sites could show
network IDs – or allow users
to enter them.
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